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A thermionic-emission-diffusion model for graded base Pnp heterojunction
bipolar transistors

S. Datta, K. P. Roenker,a) and M. M. Cahay
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221-0030

~Received 2 December 1997; accepted for publication 10 March 1998!

An analytical model which matches thermionic-emission-diffusion of holes across the emitter-base
heterojunction with drift-diffusion transport across a graded base has been developed and used to
examine the performance capabilities of InP-basedPnp heterojunction bipolar transistors~HBTs!.
Hole drift-diffusion across the emitter-base space charge region is shown to be of comparable
importance to thermionic emission in controlling hole injection into the base. The effects of
compositional base grading on the recombination currents is also taken into account. Compositional
grading of the base is shown to enhance the device’s current gain by as much as a factor of 10 by
reducing recombination in the quasi-neutral base. More importantly, compositional base grading
significantly reduces the base transit time which improves the device’s peak cutoff frequency by as
much as a factor of 1.5. A cutoff frequency as high as 35 GHz is found to be possible. The analysis
indicates that composition grading of the base can be useful in developing high performancePnp
InP-based HBTs. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~98!01112-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In comparison withNpn heterojunction bipolar transis
tors ~HBTs!, Pnp InP-based HBTs have not been exte
sively investigated. However, thePnp devices are of interes
for some circuit applications where they can be monolit
cally integrated withNpn HBTs and used as active loads
in push-pull amplifiers.1–3 They have also shown promise fo
power amplifiers.4–7 Recently, there have been several
ports of successful demonstrations of InP-basedPnp HBTs
operating at microwave frequencies.8–10 Stanchinaet al.8,9

have reported InAlAs/InGaAsPnp HBTs with a current
gain as high as 170, a cutoff frequencyf T of 14 GHz, and a
maximum frequency of oscillationf MAX of 22 GHz. Lunardi
et al.10 have reported similar results for InP/InGaAsPnp
HBTs with a current gain as high as 420, a cutoff frequen
f T of 10.5 GHz, and a maximum frequency of oscillatio
f MAX of 25 GHz. In addition, the monolithic integration o
Pnp HBTs with Npn’s has also been recently demonstrat
using a selective area epitaxial growth.8 There have also
been some theoretical studies of the devices using nume
modeling to investigate the device’s performan
potential.11,12 Finally, some encouraging results have a
been reported forPnp HBTs in the similar AlGaAs/GaAs
material system in recent years.13,14

This article investigates the performance of thePnp
InP-based HBTs by developing an analytical thermion
emission-diffusion model which matches the hole dr
diffusion current at the emitter end of the quasi-neutral, co
positionally graded base with the hole thermionic-emissi
diffusion current across the valence band spike. The resu
then used to determine the excess hole concentration a
emitter end of the base. This approach is easily extende
GaAs-basedPnp HBTs and is analogous to that previous

a!Electronic mail: kroenker@ece.uc.edu
8030021-8979/98/83(12)/8036/10/$15.00
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employed for theNpn HBT.15–17 In addition, the model in-
corporates the effects of compositional grading in the b
which is needed to enhance hole transport for high sp
devices.18–20 In Sec. II we describe the development of th
thermionic-emission-diffusion model and derive expressio
for the hole profile and the hole drift-diffusion current in th
base. In Sec. III the terminal currents are developed incl
ing the effects of compositional grading on the base reco
bination currents, and the current gain is calculated. The
fect of compositional grading on the base transit time
calculated in Sec. IV along with the other transit time co
ponents to determine the emitter-to-collector delay time a
the cutoff frequency. Section V presents numerical res
for an InAlAs/InGaAsPnp HBT similar to that reported by
Stanchinaet al.,8,9 but incorporating compositional gradin
in the base. In Sec. VI we draw conclusions and discuss
performance limitations and prospects for thePnp HBTs as
indicated by the model.

II. THERMIONIC-EMISSION-DIFFUSION MODEL

This development of an analytical model for thePnp
HBT follows that previously reported for theNpn HBT16–19

and earlier studies of thePnp HBT.6,7,21–23In particular, this
approach follows that of Grinberget al.16,17 where the elec-
tron thermionic-field-emission current across the heteroju
tion spike at the emitter-base heterojunction is matched w
the diffusion current in the base to derive the excess car
concentration at the emitter end of the quasi-neutral base
this article an analogous approach is followed for the ho
based on a more general description of carrier inject
across the heterojunction following Stettler and Lundstrom15

In particular, the drift diffusion of holes across the emitt
space charge region is included and found to be as impor
as thermionic emission in limiting hole injection into th
base. Subsequently, the drift-diffusion model is employed
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics

 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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describe hole transport across the quasi-neutral base w
the effects of compositional grading have been includ
This article extends the work of Hutchby,21 Sunderland and
Dapkus,22 and Yuan23 by including: ~1! the physics of hole
thermionic-emission-diffusion injection at the emitter-ba
heterojunction,~2! the effects of linear compositional grad
ing in the base, and~3! the calculation of the recombinatio
currents in the base current including the effects of com
sitional grading. In addition, it incorporates a more realis
boundary condition for the hole concentration at the collec
end of the quasi-neutral base, i.e., a finite concentration
ficient to carry the hole collector current.24 As a result, this
model provides a more comprehensive and accurate des
tion of the operation of thePnp HBT for use in device
design and for comparison with experimental results.

In this model we assume an abrupt emitter-base het
junction, with a linearly graded base region to enhance h
transport. Shown in Fig. 1 is the energy band diagram
coordinate system employed in this analysis. Also show
the hole quasi-Fermi level. Following Ryum and Abde
Motaleb’s analysis for anNpn with a compositionally
graded base,18 we can write for the hole and electron curre
densities

Jp52mpp~x!
d

dx
@qV~x!1x~x!1Eg~x!#2qDp

dp~x!

dx
,

~1!

Jn52mnn~x!
d

dx
@qV~x!1x~x!#1qDn

dn~x!

dx
, ~2!

whereV(x) is the electrostatic potential,q is the magnitude
of the electronic charge,x(x) is the electron affinity,Eg(x)
is the energy band gap,mp (mn) is the hole~electron! mo-
bility, Dp (Dn) is the hole~electron! diffusion constant, and
p(x) and n(x) are the hole and electron carrier concent
tions, respectively. Within the heavily dopedn1 base, the
majority carrier electron current can be approximated as
ing negligibly small (Jn50) so that from Eq.~2! we can
write using Einstein’s relation

kBT

n~x!

dn~x!

dx
5

d

dx
@qV~x!1x~x!#. ~3!

FIG. 1. Schematic energy band diagram and coordinate system forPnp
heterojunction bipolar transistor in a forward active mode. Also shown is
spatial dependence of the hole quasi-Fermi levelFp(x) across the device.
Downloaded 26 Jan 2001  to 129.137.11.39.  Redistribution subject to
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In the quasi-neutral base, we have charge neutrality satis
so that

p~x!1NB~x!5n~x!. ~4!

For a uniformly doped base, the electron and hole den
gradients are equal from Eq.~4! and we can rewrite Eq.~3!
using Eq.~4! as

kBT

p~x!1NB

dp~x!

dx
5

d

dx
@qV~x!1x~x!#. ~5!

Substituting Eq.~5! into Eq. ~1! we can obtain the following
expression for the hole current density:

Jp52qDpF2p~x!1NB

p~x!1NB
G dp~x!

dx
1

qDp

Lg
p~x!, ~6!

where, assuming a linearly graded base region, we can de
a base grading lengthLg given by

1

Lg
[

Eg~xne!2Eg~xnc!

kBTWb
, ~7!

whereWb is the width of the quasi-neutral base, andEg(xne)
andEg(xnc) are the base energy band gaps at the emitter
collector ends, respectively. For low level hole injection in
the base, i.e.,p(x)!NB , we can neglect the hole contribu
tion in the prefactor in the first term in Eq.~6!. Rearranging
Eq. ~6! and integrating across the width of the quasi-neu
base, we can then express the hole current density in term
the hole concentrations at the opposite ends of the base
the grading length as given below

Jp5
qDp

Lg~eWb /Lg21!
@p~xne!e

Wb /Lg2p~xnc!#. ~8!

We can now substitute Eq.~8! back into Eq.~6! and integrate
to determine the hole concentration profile in the base fr
which we obtain

p~x!5p~xne!FeWb /Lg2e~x2xne!/Lg

eWb /Lg21 G1p~xnc!

3Fe~x2xne!/Lg21

eWb /Lg21 G . ~9!

The hole concentrations at the ends of the base must
be related to the junction biases in order to make Eq.~9!
useful. To accurately describe the hole injection across
emitter-base heterojunction, the thermionic-emissio
diffusion theory is used following Stettler and Lundstrom15

The hole thermionic-emission-diffusion current is then giv
by15

Jp5
qp0~xne!

H 1

Sip
1

1

Sep
1

1

Sdp
1

1

vs
J eqVEB /kBT, ~10!

wherep0(xne) is the thermal equilibrium hole concentratio
at the emitter end of the quasi-neutral base,vs corresponds to
the saturation velocity of holes in the base-collector sp
charge region assuming the device is biased in the forw
active mode and theS’s are the effective hole velocities de
scribed below. The result given by Eq.~10! is analogous to

e
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that derived for electron injection across anN2p hetero-
junction by Stettler and Lundstrom.15 For the electron injec-
tion case, the thermionic emission velocitySin is normally
the smallest and so controls the electron current density
jected into the base.15–19 However, for the case of hole in
jection in Pnp HBTs considered here, the situation is not
clear. We first define the effective hole velocities below a
then compare their magnitudes.

Thermionic-field-emission of holes across the valen
band spike, including tunneling effects, gives rise to the
fective hole interface velocitySip given by

Sip5ghvhe2~DEV2qVjn!/kBT, ~11!

where gh is the hole tunneling factor calculated followin
Grinberget al.,16 DEv is the valence band discontinuity,Vjn

gives the band bending on the base side of the emitter-
heterojunction andvh is the mean thermal hole velocit
given byvh[A(kBT)/(2pmh* ), wheremn* is the hole den-
sity of states effective mass in the base. In deriving Eq.~11!,
since the hole effective mass is very nearly the same in
emitter and the base for the InP-based materials, the val
band densities of states in the emitter and base are ne
equal and their difference has been neglected.

The second effective velocity in Eq.~10! is the hole
drift-diffusion velocity in the emitter space charge regionSep

given by

Sep5mhE~xj
2!e2~DEV2qVjn!/kBT, ~12!

wheremh is the low field hole mobility in the emitter an
E(xj

2) is the magnitude of the electric field on the emitt
side of the heterojunction interface. The third velocitySdp

corresponds to the effective hole velocity associated w
drift diffusion across the quasi-neutral base region, which
dependent on the extent of base grading and is given by

Sdp5
vse

Wb /Lg

@11vsLg /Dp~eWb /Lg21!#
. ~13!

From ~10! it is apparent that the smallest of the effecti
hole velocities determines the hole thermionic-emissi
diffusion currentJp . To illustrate this, shown in Fig. 2 is a
plot of the four-hole velocities as a function of the emitte
base bias for the device structure of Stanchinaet al.8 where
there is no compositional grading in the base. In Fig. 2
hole saturation velocityvs (4.53106 cm/s) assumed is
somewhat smaller than that for electrons (107 cm s),12 but
much larger than the other velocities and so is less impor
in determining the hole injection current. Similarly, for th
case considered here~no compositional grading!, the hole
diffusion velocitySdp is larger than eitherSip or Sep so that
hole diffusion across the base is limited by the extent of h
injection across the emitter-base junction. As a result,
remaining two-hole velocitiesSip or Sep in Eq. ~10! largely
determine the hole current density. Shown in Fig. 2 is
thermionic-emission velocitySip with and without inclusion
of the hole tunneling factorgh . The effect of hole tunneling
is to enable additional hole injection across the heteroju
tion so that it effectively raises the velocitySip . The effect is
significant; tunneling increasesSip by more than a factor 10
at low bias, but decreases to approximately a factor of 2
Downloaded 26 Jan 2001  to 129.137.11.39.  Redistribution subject to
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high bias. For holes, the low field mobility is much small
than that for electrons so the velocity prefactor in Eq.~12!
makes Sep smaller and comparable to the thermioni
emission velocitySip including tunneling as seen in Fig. 2
As a result, the drift diffusion of holes across the emit
space charge region is comparable in importance to the
onic emission across the valence band discontinuity in l
iting the hole injection into the base. This is in contrast to t
case for electron injection into the base inNpn HBTs where
the velocity Sin is the smallest and thermionic emissio
across the conduction band discontinuity is the domin
limiting process.16

Shown in Fig. 3 is the effect of compositional grading o
the effective hole velocities calculated at a fixed collec
current density of 104 A/cm2. For the effective hole velocity
Sdp describing drift diffusion across the neutral base defin
in Eq. ~13!, the velocity rises and then saturates since
quasi-electric field generated by the compositional grad

FIG. 2. Effective hole velocities@emitter space charge region drift diffusio
~j!, thermionic emission without~s! and with~d! tunneling, quasi-neutral
base diffusion~m! and base-collector saturation velocity~l!# for InAlAs/
InGaAsPnp HBT as a function of emitter-base biasVEB for the case of no
compositional base grading.

FIG. 3. Effective hole velocities@emitter space charge region drift diffusio
~j!, thermionic emission without~s! and with~d! tunneling, quasi-neutral
base diffusion~m! and base-collector saturation velocity~l!# in InAlAs/
InGaAsPnp as a function of compositional grading (Wb /Lg) in the base.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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aids the hole transport across the base. The hole veloc
Sip andSep are also a function of the compositional gradi
in the base and show a steady increase with larger grad
The origin of this effect can be understood as follows. Sin
the emitter energy band gap is fixed~1.47 eV for lattice
matched InAlAs!, as the extent of compositional grading
the base increases, the valence band discontinuity decre
and the emitter-base junction built-in potential increases
that the thermionic emission velocitySip given by Eq.~11!
and the emitter drift-diffusion velocitySep given by Eq.~12!
increase. However, they both remain less thanSdp and so
their processes continue to control the hole current fl
across the emitter-base heterojunction until the base gra
becomes large (Wb /Lg.15).

Before matching the hole drift-diffusion current in th
base given by Eq.~8! with the thermionic-emission-diffusion
current given by Eq.~10! to determine the hole concentratio
at the emitter end of the quasi-neutral base, we follow Da24

and impose the constraint that the hole concentration at
collector end of the base be at least sufficient to carry
hole current, i.e.,

p~xnc!5
Jp

qvs
, ~14!

wherevs is the hole saturation velocity in the base-collec
space charge region. Neglected in Eq.~14! is the effect of the
base-collector biasVCB so that Eq.~14! is not accurate for
the device operating in the forward saturation mode. Sub
tuting Eq. ~14! into Eq. ~8! and rearranging we get a mod
fied result for the hole drift-diffusion current in the ba
which is only a function of the hole concentration at t
emitter end of the base and the device structure param
and is given by

Jp5
qvse

Wb /Lg

11~vsLg /Dp!~eWb /Lg21!
p~xne!5qSdpp~xne!.

~15!

Equation~15! is the origin of the definition of the effective
hole velocity Sdp associated with drift-diffusion across th
base given previously by Eq.~13!. In the limit of weak com-
positional grading (Wb!Lg), the hole current density give
by Eq. ~15! goes to the expected limitq(Dp /Wb)p(xne),
while for strong compositional grading (Wb@Lg), the hole
current becomesq(Dp /Lg)p(xne).

The hole profile in the base given by Eq.~9! can now be
rewritten by removing the explicit dependence onp(xnc)
using Eq.~14! to give

p~x!5p~xne!
SdpLg

Dp
F12S 12

Dp

vsLg
De~x2xnc!/LgG . ~16!

Following Grinberget al.,16 but using the more comprehen
sive expression for the hole thermionic-emission-diffus
current following Stettler and Lundstrom,15 we then set the
drift-diffusion current in the base given by Eq.~15! equal to
the thermionic-emission-diffusion current given by Eq.~10!
to determine the hole concentration at the emitter end of
quasi-neutral basep(xne)
Downloaded 26 Jan 2001  to 129.137.11.39.  Redistribution subject to
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p~xne!5
p0~xne!SP

Sdp
eqVEB /kBT, ~17!

whereSP is defined to be the combination of the hole effe
tive velocities given by

1

SP
5

1

Sip
1

1

Sep
1

1

Sdp
1

1

vs
. ~18!

Analogous to Eq.~10!, the size ofSP is largely determined
by the smallest of the effective velocities. As expected, E
~17! reduces to the familiar law of the junction when w
consider the homojunction case with diffusion in the qua
neutral base as the limiting process.

We can also get a final expression for the hole conc
tration at the collector end of the quasi-neutral basep(xnc)
by combining Eqs.~14! and~15! and then inserting Eq.~17!
to give

p~xnc!5
Sdp

vs
p~xne!5

p0~xne!SP

vs
eqVEB /kBT. ~19!

SinceSdp is typically less thanvs , p(xnc) will be less than
p(xne) as we expect for typical bipolar transistor operatio
However, as seen in Fig. 3, when compositional grading
even moderately large (Wb /Lg.2), we can haveSdp larger
than vs so that from Eq.~19! we see thatp(xnc) can be
greater thanp(xne). This corresponds to a dynamic accum
lation of holes at the collector end of the base brought ab
by the efficient transport of holes across the base aided
the quasi-field created by the compositional grading. Fig
3 also indicates that hole injection into the base is still li
ited by the combination of thermionic-field-emission (Sip)
and hole drift diffusion in the emitter space charge reg
(Sep). As a result, for a significant range of base gradi
(2,Wb /Lg,15), thePnp HBT operates with hole injec-
tion into the base limited by a combination of thermioni
field-emission and hole drift-diffusion in the emitter spa
charge region and a dynamic accumulation of holes at
collector end of the base limited by the transport of ho
across the base-collector space charge region.

To illustrate these results, shown in Fig. 4 is the ho

FIG. 4. Hole concentration profile across the quasi-neutral base for a fi
emitter-base bias of 0.8 V for compositional gradings ofWb /Lg50 ~s!, 8
~h!, and 12~L!.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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profile across the base for several different base comp
tional gradings where we have assumed a constant em
base bias of 0.8 V. For weak compositional gradi
(Wb /Lg!1), the hole profile is the normal decreasing ho
concentration since the hole diffusion process is prima
responsible for carrier transport across the base. Howe
due to our requirement that the hole concentration at
collector end of the base be sufficient to carry the curre
i.e., Eq.~14!, the concentration gradient is not large and th
is a significant hole concentration at the collector end of
base. For a moderate compositional grading (Wb /Lg58),
the hole profile is nearly flat since the quasi-field arisi
from the compositional grading is effective in sweeping t
carriers across the base. As can be seen, the quasi-field
causes the hole concentration at the emitter end of the
p(xne) to be smaller. For stronger compositional gradi
(Wb /Lg.13), the hole profile is nearly flat across most
the base, but shows an accumulation at the collector en
the base. As described above, this is due to the effic
transport of holes across the base as a result of diffusion
drift in the quasi-electric field. The extent of this dynam
accumulation of holes at the collector end of the base
also be a function of the base width as seen from Eq.~19!
wherep(xnc) is seen to be proportional toSdp which is given
by Eq.~13!. That is, for a fixed energy gap grading across
base, an increase in the base width will reduceDp /Lg and
correspondingly reduceSdp which will decreasep(xnc) and
the dynamic accumulation of holes at the collector end of
base.

III. TERMINAL CURRENTS AND CURRENT GAIN

Using the above described results, we can procee
determine the device’s terminal currents. For the emitter c
rent, the electron current density due to back injection i
the emitter must be added to the hole component given
Eq. ~10!. Similar to the above analysis for holes, the emit
thermionic emission electron current density following Gr
berget al.16,17 is given by

Jne52qveNCBS n~xj
2!

NCE
2

n~xj
1!

NCB
e2DEC /kBTD , ~20!

wheren(xj
2) and n(xj

1) are the electron concentrations o
the emitter and base sides, respectively, of the emitter-b
junction immediately adjacent to the heterojunction atxj ,
NCE and NCB are the conduction band density of states
the emitter and base regions, respectively, andDEC is the
conduction band discontinuity. The mean thermal elect
velocity ve in Eq. ~20! is given by ve[A(kBT)/(2pme* ),
whereme* is the electron density of states effective mass
the base. Since the electron effective mass is almost a fa
of two larger in the emitter than in the base for the InP-ba
material system,NCE andNCB are not equal and we canno
neglect this difference as we did previously for the hol
Then, relating the electron concentrations on either side
the heterojunction to their respective values at the edge
the emitter-base space charge region using the Boltzm
relation, we get
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n~xj
2!5n~xpe!e

qVjp /kBT and n~xj
1!5n~xne!e

2qVjn /kBT.
~21!

We can then rewrite Eq.~20! as

Jne5qSin@n0~xpe!~eqVEB /kBT21!2Dn~xpe!#, ~22!

whereDn(xpe) is the excess andn0(xpe) is the thermal equi-
librium electron concentration at the end of the space cha
region in the emitter andSin is the electron heterojunction
interface velocity defined as

Sin5ve

NCB

NCE
eqVjp /kBT

've

NCB

NCE
S NENB

nie
2 De2DEC /kBTe2qVEB /kBT, ~23!

whereNE and NB are the emitter and base doping, respe
tively, nie is the intrinsic carrier concentration in the emitt
andVEB is the applied emitter-base junction bias. The lat
approximation in Eq.~23! arises because the band bendi
on the emitter sideVjp can be approximated byVbi2VEB,
where NB@NE , where Vbi is the base-emitter junction
built-in potential

Vbi5
DEV2DEC

2q
1

kBT

q
lnS NENB

nienib
D

5
2DEC

q
1

kBT

q
lnS NENB

nie
2 D . ~24!

The electron minority carrier profile in the emitter
given by the usual diffusion profile so that on matching t
thermionic emission and diffusion currents, the electr
component of the emitter current density is given by19

Jne5
qSdnen0~xpe!

11~Sdne/Sin!coth~We /Lne!
~eqVEB /kBT21!, ~25!

where we have taken into account the finite width of t
emitterWe . In Eq.~25! Sdne is the electron diffusion velocity
in the emitter given byDne /Lne , whereDne andLne are the
electron diffusion constant and length in the emitter, resp
tively, andn0(xpe) is the thermal equilibrium electron con
centration in the bulk emitter. The total emitter current de
sity is then given by

Je5Jp1Jne

5qp0~xne!SPeqVEB /kBT

1
qSdnen0~xpe!

11~Sdne/Sin!coth~We /Lne!
~eqVEB /kBT21!.

~26!

For the collector current, since we have a simplep-n
homojunction, the electron current density for the device
the normal, forward active mode is given by

Jnc5
qDnc

Lnc
n0~xnc!cothS Wc

Lnc
D , ~27!

whereDnc and Lnc are the electron diffusion constant an
length in the collector, respectively,n0(xnc) is the thermal
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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equilibrium electron concentration in the bulk collector a
Wc is the width of the neutral collector region. The tot
collector current is then the sum of the hole current den
given in Eq.~10! and the electron component given in E
~27! so

Jc5Jp1Jnc5qSPp0~xne!e
qVEB /kBT

1
qDnc

Lnc
n0~xnc!cothS Wc

Lnc
D . ~28!

Neglecting the recombination currents, the base cur
is given by the difference of the total emitter and collec
currents so that on substituting Eqs.~26! and~28! we obtain

Jb5Jne2Jnc

5
qSdnen0~xpe!

11~Sdne/Sin!coth~We /Lne!

3~eqVEB /kBT21!2
qDnc

Lnc
n0~xnc!cothS Wc

Lnc
D . ~29!

From the terminal current expressions for the collector a
the base currents given in Eqs.~27! and ~28! we can obtain
an expression for the small signal current gain

b5
p0~xne!

n0~xpe!

SP

Sdne
F11

Sdne

Sin
cothS We

Lne
D G . ~30!

In the limit of a homojunction for the emitter-base junctio
no compositional grading in the base and no finite emi
width effect,Sp→Sdp5Dp /Wb and b reduces to the usua
result.

What is neglected in the expressions for the termi
current densities given in Eqs.~26!, ~28!, and ~29! are the
contributions, particularly to the base current, of the reco
bination current components. Inclusion of the recombinat
currents gives18,19,25

Je5Jp1Jne1Jscr1Jsr1Jire1Jirb1Jbr1Jrr ,

Jc5Jp1Jnc , ~31!

Jb5Jne2Jnc1Jscr1Jsr1Jire1Jirb1Jbr1Jrr ,

whereJrr andJbr are the radiative and nonradiative recom
bination current densities in the quasi-neutral base, res
tively, Jsr is the recombination current density at the surfa
Jscr is the recombination current density in the emitter-ba
space charge region, andJirb and Jire are the interface re
combination current densities on the base and emitter s
respectively, of the emitter-base heterojunction. While Au
recombination is not explicitly included in Eq.~31!, the ef-
fects of the base doping on the hole minority carrier lifetim
in the base are included based on a fit to experimental da
that the effects of Auger recombination are incorporated
the nonradiative base recombination currentJbr . Since com-
positional grading in the base modifies the minority carr
hole profile in the base, the base recombination compon
are reexamined here.

The nonradiative base recombination current can be
scribed starting from19,25
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Jbr5qE
xne

xnc @p~x!2p0~x!#

tp
dx, ~32!

wheretp is the minority carrier hole lifetime in the base an
p0(x) is the thermal equilibrium minority carrier concentr
tion at x, which varies due to the compositional grading
the base and is given by

p0~x!5
ni

2~x!

NB
5

NCBNVB

NB
e2Eg~x!/kBT. ~33!

Here NCB and NVB are the conduction and valence ba
densities of states, respectively, in the base which are ta
to be constant by neglecting the variation in the carrier
fective masses across the base. Since the base composit
linearly graded,Eg(x) can be written as

Eg~x!5Eg~xnc!2kBT
~x2xnc!

Lg
~34!

and on substituting Eqs.~33! and~34! in ~32! and integrating
using Eq.~16! for p(x) we get

Jbr5
qLgWbSP

Dptp
F12

Lg

Wb
S 12

Dp

vsLg
D ~12e2Wb /Lg!G

3p0~xne!e
qVEB /kBT2

qni0
2 Lg

tpNB
~12e2Wb /Lg!, ~35!

whereni0 is the intrinsic carrier concentration at the collect
end of the base given by

ni0
2 5NCBNVBe2Eg~xnc!/kBT. ~36!

Similarly, there is also a radiative recombination comp
nent to the base current. Following our above analysis for
nonradiative component we get25

Jrr 5qBNBE
xne

xncFp~x!2
ni

2~x!

NB
Gdx, ~37!

whereB is the radiative recombination coefficient. Substitu
ing from Eqs.~33! and ~34! and integrating using Eq.~16!
for p(x) we get

Jrr 5
qBNBLgWbSP

DP
F12

Lg

Wb
S 12

Dp

vsLg
D ~12e2Wb /Lg!G

3p0~xne!e
qVEB /kBT2qni0

2 LgB~12e2Wb /Lg!. ~38!

The emitter-base space charge region recombination
rent Jscr can also be found starting from19,25

Jscr5
1
2 qNtrsveW0An~xne!p~xne!, ~39!

wheres is the carrier capture cross section,Ntr is the recom-
bination trap density,ve is the electron thermal velocity de
fined earlier, andW0 is the fraction of the width of the
emitter-base space charge regionWscr in which recombina-
tion perdominately occurs and is given by

W05WscrF pkBT

q~Vbi2VEB!G , ~40!

whereVbi andVEB are the emitter-base junction built-in po
tential and applied bias, respectively. Since the base is m
strongly doped than the emitter, the penetration of the sp
charge region into the base is negligibly small so that
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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effects of compositional grading have been neglected in
taining Eq. ~39! and the following recombination current
Substituting from Eqs.~33! and ~17! for the carrier concen-
trations and simplifying we get

Jscr5
1

2
qNtrsveW0ni0e2Wb/2LgASP

Sdp
eqVBE/2kBT. ~41!

Similarly, the surface recombination current can be writ
as19,25

Jsr5qs0Ls

PE

AE
ni0e2Wb/2LgASP

Sdp
eqVBE/2kBT, ~42!

wherePE(AE) is the emitter mesa perimeter~area!, s0 is the
surface recombination velocity, andLs is the surface diffu-
sion length. Finally, there are additional base current com
nents associated with recombination at the emitter-base
erojunction interface, i.e.,Jire and Jirb associated with
recombination at the interface on the emitter and base si
respectively, that are given by19,25

Jire5qsep0~xpe!e
2qVbip/kBTF SP

Sdp
eqVBE /kBT21G ,

Jirb5qsbp0~xne!e
qVbin /kBTF SP

Sdp
eqVBE /kBT21G , ~43!

wherese andsb are the interface recombination velocities
the emitter and base sides heterojunction, respectively,
Vbin and Vbip are the fractions of the emitter-base built-
potential on the emitter and base sides, respectively.

Utilizing the above results, we can examine the vario
contributions to the base current. These are displayed in
5 as a function of compositional grading at a constant c
lector current density of 104 A/cm2. The material parameter
used in the calculations are summarized in Table I and
device structure is similar to that of Stanchinaet al.8,9 The
results show that in the absence of compositional base g

FIG. 5. Base recombination currents@nonradiativeJbr ~s! and radiativeJrr

~h!, space charge regionJscr ~L!, surfaceJsr ~n!, emitter side interface
Jire ~l!, base side interfaceJirb (x)#, electron back injectionJne ~m!,
electron collector leakageJnc ~d! and total base current~no symbol! as a
function of compositional base grading (Wb /Lg).
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ing, the base current is dominated by nonradiative recom
nation in the quasi-neutral base region as frequently seen
InP-basedNpn HBTs. As the extent of compositional grad
ing in the base increases, the nonradiative recombination
rent as well as most of the other components decrease in
This effect results from the fact that with increased comp
sitional grading, the quasi-electric field is enhanced and m
effectively sweeps holes out of the quasi-neutral base red
ing the hole concentration across the entire width of the b
as seen in Fig. 4. This effect reduces not only the nonra
tive and radiative components as expected Eqs.~35! and
~38!, but also the interface and space charge region rec
bination components. The latter results from the increas
quasi-field which reduces the hole concentration at the e
ter end of the basep(xne) as seen in Fig. 4, which reduce
the interface recombination current as seen from Eq.~39!.
Similarly, the increasing base quasi-field increases the ef
tive hole diffusion velocity in the baseSdp as seen in Fig. 3,
which causes the interface recombination current to decre
as seen from Eq.~43!. Finally, the quasi-field in the base als
drives holes away from the exposed base surface betwee
emitter mesa and the base metal contact and so reduce
base surface recombination current as seen in Fig. 4 and
~42!.

By contrast, the base current component due to elec
back injection into the emitterJne given by Eq.~25! rises
steadily as the extent of base grading increases. The inter
recombination on the emitter side of the heterojunction int
face also increases, but remains small. Since the emitter
ergy band gap is fixed, with increased base grading the c
duction band discontinuity is reduced so thatSin given by Eq.
~23! is enlarged andJne given by Eq.~25! increases. As a
result, at large enough base grading (Wb /Lg.18), electron
back injection into the emitter dominates the base curr
and the base current begins to increase. The net effec
increasing base grading is that the total base current g
through a broad minimum. The corresponding effects
compositional grading on the dc current gain for the trans
tor are seen in Fig. 6. As expected, the current gain g

TABLE I. Material parameters for Pnp InAlAs/InGaAs heterojunction b
polar transistor.

Emitter Base Collector

InAlAs p-type InGaAsn-type InGaAsp-type
Eg51.47 eV Eg(xnc)50.75 eV Eg50.75 eV
xE54.1 eV xB(xnc)54.58 eV xC54.58 eV
NE5131018/cm3 NB5531018/cm3 NC5531016/cm3

We50.14mm Wb50.06mm Wc50.3mm
Lne53.8mm Lp50.48mm Lnc55.2mm
Dne514.5 cm2/s Dp52.6 cm2/s Dnc5300 cm2/s
mh559 cm2/V s mp5100 cm2/V s mn51160 cm2/V s

me* 50.041m0 me* 50.041m0

mpe* 50.48m0 mh* 50.47m0 mh* 50.47m0

nie59.33105/cm3 ni056.531011/cm3

se510 cm/s sb510 cm/s
tp50.9 ns vs54.53106 cm/s

rec5131026 V cm2 rbc5131027 V cm2 rcc5131026 V cm2

Ntr5431016/cm2 B54.2310211 cm3 s
s54310217 cm2 s0Ls5231024 cm2/s
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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through a broad maximum as the base grading is enlar
The enhancing effect of the base grading is significant p
ducing nearly an order of magnitude increase in the cur
gain reaching a maximum of 1700 nearWb /Lg515.

IV. BASE TRANSIT TIME AND CUTOFF FREQUENCY

The incorporation of grading in the base also impacts
base transit time and so the high frequency performance
pabilities of the device. ForPnp HBTs, the low hole diffu-
sion constant in the base makes the hole base transit tim
dominant component in the emitter-to-collector delay tim
Following Pulfrey20,26and Ferryet al.,27 we can calculate the
base transit time from

tb5E
xne

xnc 1

vh~x!
dx, ~44!

where vh(x) is the average hole velocity atx in the base
which is related to the hole current densityJp by

Jp5qvh~x!@p~x!2p0~x!#, ~45!

where the quantity in brackets is the excess hole concen
tion atx. Due to compositional grading in the base, the th
mal equilibrium concentrationp0 is also a function ofx and
combining Eqs.~33! and ~34! we can write

p0~x!5
ni0

2

NB
e~x2xnc!/Lg, ~46!

whereni0 is the intrinsic carrier concentration at the collect
end of the quasi-neutral base. Solving Eq.~45! for vh(x) and
substituting into Eq.~44!, we can integrate Eq.~44! using
Eq. ~16! for p(x) and Eq.~46! for p0(x) to obtain

tb5
Wb

2

2Dp
H 2Lg

Wb
F12

Lg

Wb
S 12

Dp

vsLg
D ~12e2Wb /Lg!G J

2
ni0

2 Lge2qVEB /kBT

SPNBp0~xne!
~12e2Wb /Lg!, ~47!

where we have used Eqs.~15! and~17! to simplify the result.
The last term in Eq.~47! arises from the variation in the

FIG. 6. DC current gain~s! as a function of base grading (Wb /Lg) includ-
ing base recombination current components for a collector current dens
104 A/cm2.
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intrinsic concentration across the base region. In the limi
no compositional grading in the base, this reduces to
usual resultWb

2/2Dp1Wb /Vs .24 However, when composi-
tional grading is used, the quasi-field in the base aids
hole transport across the base and can significantly red
the base transit time as shown below.

Not included in the present model are the effects on
base transit time of hot hole injection across the vale
band discontinuity and ballistic transport across the ba
The present model includes only drift diffusion across t
base of thermalized holes. ForNpn HBTs, the effects of hot
electron injection and ballistic transport have been shown
impact the base transit time for InP-based devices.28 Due to
the small base widths, e.g., 35 nm, and the large vale
band discontinuities~0.24 and 0.34 eV for InAlAs/InGaAs
and InP/InGaAs, respectively!, similar effects may also be
important for thePnp HBTs. There have also been som
previous reports of ballistic hole transport.29–31Further study
is needed to examine the extent of these effects and to in
porate the effects in the analysis of the base transit time

The cutoff frequency for the HBT is determined by th
total emitter-to-collector delay timetec given by32

tec5
kBT

qIC
$Cbe1Cbc%1tb1tbc1$Re1Rc%Cbc , ~48!

where Cbe and Cbc are the emitter and collector junctio
depletion capacitances, respectively,Re andRc are the emit-
ter and collector series resistances,I c is the dc collector cur-
rent and tbc is the base-collector delay time given b
Wbc/2vs . The emitter and collector resistances were mo
eled following Ho and Pulfrey20 using the parameters give
in Table I, whererec , rbc , andrcc are the emitter, base, an
collector contact resistivities. Seen in Fig. 7 is a plot of t
transit time components and thetec as a function of the
collector current density for the device of Stanchinaet al.8

for the case of no compositional grading in the base. As
be seen, the base transit time is one of two dominant c
ponents so that use of compositional grading can be effec
in reducing the totaltec and improving the cutoff frequency

of
FIG. 7. Transit time components@base transit timetb ~s!, emitter charging
time te ~d!, collector delay timetbc ~h! and collector charging timetc

~n!# and total emitter-to-collector delay timetec ~no symbol! versus collec-
tor current density in the case of no compositional grading in the base
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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of the device. As an illustration, seen in Fig. 8 is a plot of t
base transit time using Eq.~47! as a function of the bas
grading at a fixed collector current density of 104 A/cm2. For
comparison, also shown are the other transit time com
nents, which are independent of the base grading, and
total emitter-to-collector transit time. The effects of ba
grading ontb are dramatic producing a reduction of mo
than an order of magnitude. However, beyond a grading
Wb /Lg58, there is little benefit on device speed of increas
grading as the collector delay time dominates thetec .

Figure 9 is a plot of the cutoff frequency versus t
collector current density for a series of three compositio
gradings in the base region (Wb /Lg50, 8, and 24!. Clearly,
the cutoff frequency is significantly enhanced~by more than
50%! when the compositional grading is employed (Wb /Lg

58). However, there is only a modest additional improv
ment when the grading is increased fromWb /Lg58 to 24, as
expected from Fig. 8.

Seen in Fig. 10 are the cutoff frequencyf T and maxi-

FIG. 8. Transit time components@base transit timetb ~s!, emitter charging
time te ~d!, collector delay timetbc ~h! and collector charging timetc

~n!# and total emitter-to-collector delay timetec ~no symbol! as a function
of the compositional grading in the base for a collector current densit
104 A/cm2.

FIG. 9. Cutoff frequency forWb /Lg50 ~s!, 8 ~h!, and 24~L! and maxi-
mum frequency of oscillation forWb /Lg50 ~d!, 8 ~j!, and 24~l! vs
collector current density.
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mum frequency of oscillationf max for a collector current
density of 104 A/cm2 as a function of base width for a fixe
base doping of 731018/cm3 for no compositional grading
and a grading ofWb /Lg524. The f max was calculated from
the f T using

f max5A f T

8p~RBCC!eff
, ~49!

where (RBCC)eff is the effective base resistance-collector c
pacitance product defined by Ho and Pulfrey.20 For both the
f T and f max frequencies, the effects of base grading are s
nificant, particularly for larger base widths. At a base wid
of 50 nm, the cutoff frequency is more than doubled wh
the maximum frequency of oscillation increases by appro
mately 30%. Similarly, seen in Fig. 11 are the effects
compositional grading (Wb /Lg524) versus no grading on
the two frequencies as the base doping is varied for a fi
base width of 33 nm. Again, the effects of composition
base grading are significant, particularly at the highest d

f

FIG. 10. Cutoff frequency without~s! and with base grading~d! and
maximum frequency of oscillation without~h! and with base grading~j! as
a function of base width for a fixed base doping of 731018/cm3 for a base
grading ofWb /Lg524 for a collector current density of 104 A/cm2.

FIG. 11. Cutoff frequency without~s! and with base grading~d! and
maximum frequency of oscillation without~h! and with base grading~j! as
a function of base doping for a fixed base width of 33 nm for a base grad
of Wb /Lg524 for a collector current density of 104 A/cm2.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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ing levels. At a base doping of 231019/cm3, the cutoff fre-
quency is enhanced by approximately 50%, while the ma
mum frequency of oscillation increases by approximat
10%.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have presented an analytical model
the Pnp HBT that takes into account thermionic-emissio
diffusion of holes across the emitter-base heterojunction
matches this hole injection with the drift-diffusion current
the base to determine self-consistently the hole current d
sity. The effects of compositional grading of the base w
also incorporated in the determination of the base recom
nation currents. The results were used to examine the eff
of base grading on the transistor’s current–voltage charac
istics and current gain. An optimum base grading was fou
where the reduction in the base recombination current
significant, but the effects of enhanced electron back in
tion into the emitter not yet dominant. Also, the effects
base grading on the device’s high frequency performa
were analyzed and shown to be effective in reducing b
transit time and improving the cutoff frequency and ma
mum frequency of oscillation.

The feasibility of the use of compositional grading in t
base forNpn InP-based HBTs has recently been demo
strated by Kurishimaet al.28 and Ohkuboet al.33 using
strained In12xGaxAs. Chirped superlattices have also be
successfully employed to compositionally grade the emit
base and base-collector junction inNpn HBTs.34,35 Further
study is needed of hot hole injection and ballistic transp
effects to determine the optimum base grading for thePnp
HBT.

As a final note, the model of tunneling and thermion
emission presented in this article assumes an effective m
for carriers equal to the density of states effective mass
holes. A more thorough investigation should include an
dependent calculation of the light and heavy hole tunne
across the emitter-base junction. We have used a scatte
matrix approach to this problem36 and have shown that fo
InP/In0.53Ga0.47 As heterojunctions, the split-off spin-orb
band can have a dramatic influence on the tunneling of he
and light holes and on the energy distribution of the carri
injected into the base.37 This in turn will influence the base
transit time and hence the high frequency response of
device. Our results will be presented in a forthcoming pu
lication.
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